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Abstract 
We present a new algorithm for constructing the eliminution tree for the Cholesky factor of an 
irreducible, symmetric, positive definite matrix A. The new algorithm runs in time O(m + nr(n, n)); 
the previous best asymptotic algorithm runs in time O(ma(m, n)), where m is the number of nonzero 
elements in the n x n matrix A and ~(m, n) is a functional inverse of Ackermann’s function (and grows 
wry slowly). Thus the new algorithm is a small asymptotic improvement over the previous best 
algorithm if the density of the matrix is greater than O(n), and is the asymptotic equivalent of the 
previous algorithm otherwise. The new algorithm has an unusual form: reduce the graph corres- 
ponding to matrix A into a minimum spanning tree (MST) by an appropriate weight assignment, 
then construct the elimination tree by applying thr existing algorithm to the MST obtained. 
1. Introduction 
An important construct in several methods for solving the matrix equation Ax = b 
is the elimination tree corresponding to the irreducible, symmetric, positive definite 
matrix A. (Liu [S] presents an excellent survey of various uses of elimination trees.) 
We present a new algorithm for constructing the elimination tree. The new algorithm 
runs in time O(m + nr(n, n)); the previous best asymptotic algorithm runs in time 
O(mcc(m, n)), where m is the number of nonzero elements in the n x II matrix A and 
r(m, n) is a functional inverse of Ackermann’s function (and grows very slowy). Thus 
the new algorithm is a small asymptotic improvement over the previous best 
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algorithm if the density of the matrix is greater than O(n), and is the asymptotic 
equivalent of the previous algorithm otherwise. 
Furthermore, the new algorithm has an unusual and interesting form. The previous 
algorithm (call it Alpha) for constructing the elimination tree operates on the adja- 
cency graph G corresponding to matrix A. Instead of applying Alpha directly to G, 
Alpha 
G - elimination tree 
we proceed in three steps: (1) weight the edges of G in a particular way; (2) run 
a minimum spanning tree (MST) algorithm on the weighted graph G; and (3) apply the 
original algorithm Alpha to the resulting MST. 
G 
weight edges MST 
) weighted G - 
Alpha 
minimum spanning tree - elimination tree 
That one can successfully construct the elimination tree after running the graph 
through a MST algorithm seems surprising; that the roundabout approach yields an 
improved algorithm even more so! 
2. Elimination trees 
In this section we define the elimination tree; in the next section we present our 
algorithm for constructing it. We assume throughout this note that the matrix A is 
irreducible, symmetric, and positive definite, and that its ordering (i.e., numbering of 
its rows and columns) has already been determined. 
One way to solve the system of linear equations 
Ax = b 
is to apply Cholesky’s method to A, thereby yielding the triangular factorization 
A = LLT 
where the Choleskyfactor L is lower triangular with positive diagonal elements. The 
solution to the original system of equations can then be obtained by solving the 
(simpler) pair of triangular systems, 
Ly = b and L’x = y. 
As phrased in [2, p. 891, the elimination tree of L is “a rooted tree with n nodes, 
where node i is a child of node k if and only if the first off-diagonal nonzero in column 
i of L is in row k”. Note that the elimination tree reflects only the structure of L, that is, 
which elements are nonzero, without regard to their precise values. For example, 
consider Fig. 1 (taken from [2]) which shows the structure of L, where an x denotes 
a nonzero element in the matrix. Number the rows of the matrix from 1 to 8 (top to 
bottom), and the columns from 1 to 8 (left to right). The elimination tree is shown in 
Fig. 2. 
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Fig. 1. The structure of L. 
Fig. 2. The elimination tree of L. 
3. The algorithm for producing elimination trees 
The previous section defined the elimination tree with respect to the Cholesky 
factor L. Since the original matrix A uniquely determines the Cholesky factor, there is 
a unique elimination tree corresponding to A. (Recall that the ordering of the rows 
and columns of A is fixed.) For some of the methods that use elimination trees, for 
example the methods of Liu in [4] and George et al. in [2], one wishes to construct the 
elimination tree directly from A, without first determining L or its structure. More 
precisely, one wishes to construct the elimination tree from the adjacency graph 
G = (V,E)ofthenxn matrixA,where V= {l,..., PI} and edge (i,j) is in E if and only 
if Aij # 0. 
Liu presents such an algorithm in [4]. The simplest version of the algorithm runs in 
time O(mn), where m is the number of nonzero elements in the n x n matrix A. The best 
asymptotic version, which we call Alpha, uses path compression (collapsing) and 
balancing (weighted union) as is used for the set union/find problem [7]. This version 
runs in time O(mcc(m, n)), where cc(m, n) is a functional inverse of Ackermann’s function 
and grows very slowly. Empirical evidence suggests that in problems encountered in 
practice, an O(m log n) version of Liu’s algorithm that uses path compression but not 
balancing runs faster than the O(mor(m,n)) version [3, 51. 
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Our elimination-tree algorithm is as follows. 
Step 1. For each edge (i, j) of the adjacency graph G, set its weight equal to max {i, jj. 
Step 2. Apply Fredman and Willard’s minimum spanning tree algorithm [l] to the 
weighted adjacency graph obtained from Step 1. 
Step 3. Apply Liu’s Alpha algorithm to the tree obtained from Step 2. 
Theorem 1. Algorithm elimination-tree runs in time O(m + nr(n,n)). 
Proof. Assigning weights takes O(m) time. Because the weights are integers, we can 
construct the minimum spanning tree in O(m) time [l]. Applying Liu’s Alpha algo- 
rithm to the MST, which has n - 1 edges, takes O(nz(n,n)) time. 0 
Whether it is possible to get a linear-time elimination tree algorithm, perhaps by 
using Fredman and Willard’s techniques rather than just their algorithm, is an open 
question. 
The following lemma, due to Rose, Tarjan and Lueker [6], gives the relationship 
between the elimination tree as determined from A and the (same) elimination tree as 
determined from the Cholesky factor L of A.’ We use this lemma to prove the 
correctness of our elimination-tree algorithm. 
Lemma 2 [6]. For i < j, entry Lji in the Cholesky factor L ofmatrix A is nonzero ifand 
only if there is a path in the adjacency graph G for A from i to j with each interior vertex 
k on the path satisfying k < i. Thus, the elimination tree for A contains edge (i,j) if and 
only ifj is the smallest integer bigger than i for which such a path exists. 
Theorem 3. Let G be the adjacency graph corresponding to matrix A, with the weight of 
edge (i,j) being max {i, j}. Then the elimination tree of any minimum spanning tree of 
G equals the elimination tree of G itself Thus, algorithm elimination-tree is correct. 
Proof. Let G be as stated in the theorem. Since any MST of G can be constructed by 
repeatedly deleting a heaviest edge of a cycle, it suffices to show that such a deletion 
does not change the elimination tree (ET). That is, it suffices to show that if edge (a, b) 
is in a cycle of G and is a heaviest edge in that cycle, then the ET of G is the ET of G’, 
where G’ is the same as G but with edge (a, b) deleted. 
The vertices of the elimination trees of both G and G’ are labeled 1,2, . . . , n. Since 
both elimination trees have the same number of edges n - 1, we are done if every edge 
(i, j) in the ET of G is also an edge in the ET of G’. Without loss of generality, assume 
i < j. 
’ The first sentence of our Lemma 2 is the same as Lemma 4 of Rose, Tarjan and Lueker in 16, p. 2701, but 
rephrased to match the language herein. The second sentence of Lemma 2 follows immediately from the 
first and the definition of the elimination tree. 
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Fig. 3. Two paths from i to j in G. 
We say a path from x to y is OK if each interior vertex k of the path satisfies k < x. 
Since (i,j) is in the ET of G, Lemma 2 ensures that there exists an OK path 9 in 
G from i toj. Lemma 2 also ensures thatj is the smallest integer bigger than i to which 
there is an OK path in G from i. By Lemma 2 again, (i, j) is in the ET of G’ (and we are 
done) if there exists an OK path 9’ in G’ from i to j; the minimality ofj in G’ follows 
from its minimality in G. 
If path 9 in G does not contain edge (a, b), then letting 9’ = 9 completes the proof. 
Otherwise, let Bi, and 9,j denote the portions of path 9 from i to a and b to j, 
respectively, and let $?a* denote the indirect path from a to b via the cycle in G to which 
(a, b) belongs. (See Fig. 3.) 
Let 9”’ denote the concatenation 9i,9,,~,j, but with any loops (from intersections 
of gob with Pi0 or ~bj) removed. 9’ is a path in G’ from i to j. Note the following two 
facts. First, because (a, b) is a heaviest edge on the cycle containing Par,, and because 
the weight of edge (x, y) is defined to be the maximum of x and y, every vertex k in 
Pab satisfies k I max{a, b}. Second, every vertex k in Pia or B,j (including vertices 
a and b) satisifies k I j, by definition of path 9”. These two facts imply that every vertex 
k in path fl satisfies k I j. It follows that every interior vertex k in path P’ satisfies 
k < i, for if not, the first such vertex would contradict the minimality of j. (As noted 
earlier in the proof, j is the smallest integer bigger than i to which a path exists in 
G from i, with all interior vertices k satisfying k < i.) Thus path 9’ is an OK path in G’ 
from i to j, as required. Cl 
4. Summary 
We have presented an algorithm for finding the elimination tree for the adjacency 
graph of an n x n symmetric matrix. The new algorithm is a small asymptotic 
improvement over the previous best algorithm if the density of the graph is greater 
than O(n), and is the asymptotic equivalent of the previous algorithm otherwise. The 
form of the new algorithm is interesting: reduce the graph into a MST by an 
appropriate weight assignment, then solve the problem by applying the existing 
algorithm to the MST obtained. We offer a challenge to the reader: are there other 
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graph problems for which improved algorithms can be obtained by using this 
approach? 
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